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• 	 Into the structure of our lives 

we must build the overtones 


To Keep The Post-War World 

In Order 


AS WE continue to see the unfolding 
of great military drama, to pre. 

serve certain basic principles of civiliza· 
tion from the threat of the totalitarian 
states, we must realize that the problem 
we ace is not that of maintaining the 
outer form of our culture, but of protect· 
ing its component parts which are spiro 
itual from the most severe hazard to 
which civilization has ever been exposed. 

An ideology threatens the very foun· 
dations of human progress. And so our 
desire is not alone to win the war, but 
to strengthen the basic integrity of the 
raoej we would like to make certain 
that this war will not be repeated, that 
the dangers we now confront will not 
arise again. 
• We know our present disaster is due 
lb great measure to a phenomenon of 
~IX!rtunism. OUr civilization has of
.~ wide opportunity to the dicta· 
torially.minded, to the tyrant, and to the 
despot. It has at the same time made 
difficult the accomplishment of any COll

~cti\'e reforms the human mind has 
~n inspired to devise. 

By physical destruction of a people, 
We can not remove the menace. The 

actual problem is presented in the spm· 
tual eclipse of the great systems of ideal· 
ism which are the very substance and 
reality of human existence. 

As the ancient Greek philosophers so 
wisely observed, the physical universe as 
we see it is suspended from invisible 
causes, supported by invisible founda
tions, sustained by an invisible life, and 
perfected through the perfection of in· 
visible qualities in the life of human be· 
ings. Everything that is truly vital and 
truly real then is a mysterious, intangible 
overtone. We cannot actually perceive 
the overtone, yet its absence warns of 
the collapse of every value that is sig. 
nificant. 

Today's fighting is to preserve over· 
tone values, intangible realities. Some of 
these realities we call freedom, equality, 
fraternity. As we begin to dimly per
ceive the significance of these intangi· 
bles, we begin also to know that the 
great strength of our world is not in 
what is visible, but in that which is in· 
visible, abstract, metaphysical, and spiri. 
tual. It is these intangibles which are 
the most powerful forces in a world that 
has ~en long and mistakenly governed 
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by tangible and visible activIties. 
We can realize that we shall be con

fronted in a few years with a repetition 
of the present crisis unless this war is 
won completely. To win completely, we 
must have not only victory on the field 
of battle, but a triumph for the preser
vation of the intangibles. We may win 
this war with armies, but we must pre
vent the next war with scholars. 

Not for a moment is it to be supposed 
that total victory can be secured by mere 
disarmament of the enemy or the dis
memberment of his states. Total defense 
against totalitarian aggression requires 
provision of permanent armament for 
our intangibles. Through the military 
program we must preserve tbat mys
terious, invisible culture which must not 
again be neglected in times of material 
stress and trial. 

It is not enough that we win this war. 
We face the long, difficult, and vastly 
significant task of making a repetition 
of this catastrophe impossible by remov
ing causes. Into the structure of our 
lives and our world we must build the 
overtones, the great spiritual values 
which can alone assure an enduring 
peace. Supplementary to our armies 
upon the fields of battle we must also 
have other armies, armies of essentially 
honest thinkers, men with minds trained 
not only in the sciences of our material 
life but in those deeper and more per
manent sciences which we have so long 
regarded as abstractions, discounted be
cause we could not see them, or see in 
our economic sphere their direct in
fluence. 

During the century past, the world 
moved gradually to a scientific founda
tion. Inspired by three great minds-

Huxley, Darwin, and Spencer-;;:iviliza_ 
tion began to look at life as a great 
mechanical, mechanistic complex. It be
gan to think of all values as phYsical 
values, and in this process it naturally 
elevated to chief place the peculiar sYm_ 
bol of physical values, wealth. It began 
to estimate character in terms of things 
possessed. It spoke of men as rich Who 
had much of this world's goods. To 
quote the old Vishnu Purana, "The ra
jah was the man who had many ele
phants." We began to think in terms 
of real estate, stocks and bonds, develop
ment in industry, and the gradual shift
ing of our economic program Onto a 
basis of mass production. We became 
hypnotized with the physical world we 
were building. Like small children 
building with little blocks, the toys 
seemed absolutely real. With the small 
blocks of our industrial and economic 
hypothesis we began to build great super
structures, regarding them as real. Build
ing by child mind perspectives, we ig
nored the immaturity of our own view
point, took ourselves with great serious
ness. We regarded ourselves vital and 
important creatures, doing things of tre
mendous significance. 

Gradually this auto-hypnosis grew to 
the point where in recent years we have 
become so completely dominated by this 
strange fantasy of our own devisement 
that we can no longer see the real values 
of living. We have lost sight of intel· 
lectual maturity, lost sight of the signi!l
cance of man growing up. Our world 
has become a playground for perpetual 
adolescents. It has become a place 
where half developed minds, fascinated 
with their own theories, have forgotten 
the universal plan and the laws of lif~. 
Rapt attention has been focused on t.his 
program of childish building, false bUI.ld' 
ing. in a misunderstood concept of life. 

The condition speeded to 
its inevitable result, colla~ 
As that which has no stren!; ...· 
can not stand, that which h3s 
no substance can not be 
given substance by mere op
timism. Nor even by the 
most earnest convictions of 

dduc:led humankind. 
'fbe battles we are now engaged in 

to preserve ourselves against the oon
tIC nees of our own short-sightedness. 
~are desiring, pathetically, tragically, 

bring together the broken world 
~h we smashed. We are asking from 
till universe another chance to build per
IIJIIld!t empire. We are hoping that we 
,ball be able to preserve the remnants 
_ out culture, rearrange the pattern of 
.. living, and prove that we have a 
riJbt to endure, a right to continue. 

It is very important that at this crucial 
_ we shall prove our right to endure. 

We may have the might to conquer 
aut enemies. But to win totally and 
aampletely, we must have the right. 
Tbe right that is implied by democratic 
liberty and democratic ideals is not 
eaough; it must be inclusive of the right 
that is implied by adequate purpose and 
IUfficient understanding of realities upon 
which we can build an empire that will 
rile from the ashes of an empire that 
W no vitality within itself. For it was 
• empire of possessive dreams, ambi
tious dreams of ambitious men. 

In this emergency it might be well for 
111 to go back a little and examine into 
the structure of empire, to discover what 
it i. in great nations that has made them 
&Rat, what it is in great civilizations 
~ has given them endurance. From 
thia .we can gain useful information con
ClerDmg the qualities that we must de
~ if we wish to endure, be part of 
die great permanent pattern of human 
PfOgress. 

Itt us think for a moment of China. 
• lived long, endured much, has 

~Yed many vicissitudes. What is 
fenli? Is <;hina a great political sys
the No, It never has been; and by
Iilettemperament of its people, is not 
~ y to be for some time to come. 
erttas. China a great industrial 
~? Never. China never 

COrporation,tho th~It of thounderstood"b"';~'_~r".'.: ::.: I :::. .:I ~never .....J... 

"",""two, .;t h'" noth;n. ;n;, ...,:;": ;;ll~ '." ·';;;;''''':r, ':!rnfiiflii~ 
::::- woth the Stock F.,o",,: ~.II!""",,~ 

ge :~~nBige!~;~ess'r~~~~mj~mjjl!lmi:::::)l~~:::.~~ 

ably adequate government. Its em
perors were profoundly ignorant of 
statesmanship. Its. people, divided into 
numerous provinces and separated by in
numerable dialects, divided by their cults 
and pillaged by their bandits, never re
cognized a unified empire or realized 
that they were one people laboring to
ward a common end. 

What then was China? Was it free
dom? No, China has never been free_ 
Was it ambition? China has never been 
ambitious. The great civilization of 
China to which the world turns today 
and to which we all pay homage was "
civilization of intangibles. The civiliza
tion of China was art, music, poetry, 
magnificent fabrics woven with threads 
of gold, music that sang with the song 
of the old moon lutes. 

Civilization in China was a strange, 
ethereal value that has tinctured the 
whole world with something nobler. 
When we think of China, we think of 
round doors, little fir trees, and snow
peaked mountains. We think of scholars 
sitting quietly in their bamboo groves, 
studying the classics. We think of great 
words from great men. 

Who are the heroes of China? Are 
they generals? No. Businessmen? Never. 
The heroes of China are philosophers 
and mystics. 

China comprehended a great people, 
nearly four hundred million human be
ings, but this is not the China that we 
loved. The China that we loved is re, 
presented by Confucius, Lao-T~, and 
Mencius, men who were more than men; 
through them moved realizations that 
were eternal. The whole civilization of 
China is summarized in the achieve

-

~ 
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me?ts of a small group of :::;:~::::~:':{~:::::'-::'~~~::::~:~:::::::~::::~:f:::::::::;:;:::;:! priesthood kept through the 
enlIghtened men. And ~::::*;;::::::?::;:W:::;::::::~f::;:~~::::::::Wi:Ea ages a great body of learn. 
strangely, we do not even ing. It is because this learn. 
think of them as Chinese, ing was so significant that 
for it has been well said i ...." ancient Egypt is remem. 
that greatness is beyond • ":::::;;;::%::::;::" • bered. It was so significant . • .':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':'. • . d'race. COnfuCIUS does not •.::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:::;:;:;:;. • that It was e5uned to 
belong to China, but to the . • :~~~t~~tt~~~)~~)ff change the whole compleJ[. 
whole human race. His wis- ." ttr{t?~t~t:::· ion of human motion. 
dom is necessary to man. ....:.' ....::::;:;{~;}}:::.. .. . .::." Had there been no Egypt,. . ,', .......;.

That whIch IS necessary to :::.:.:.: ..:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::!:.::::::::;.:.:.:::::::::::::::::.::::;:::::::.::. there would have been no 
man belongs to man. Great :::::::::::::::::::::::::::~,.;.:.:.:.:.:.::::<:.:.:,.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.::::::::.:. Europe. It was not the 

poets and great scholars, great scientists conquerors of Egypt that made Europ
and great philosophers transcend race; ean civilization possible, it was the 
they become universal beings, parts of priesthood. They were men in long 
a universal empire that is made up of all robes and pleated skirts, with black 
the thinkers and all the dreamers of the braided hair and beards, with twisted 
ages. serpents on their foreheads, and the 

China has thus outgrown even great cross of life as their scepters; it was be· 
Cathay, to become part of the endless fore these Hierophants that Plato bowed. 
procession of eternal values; and it is It was to visit these men that Solon 
because China gave birth to these values traveled from Greece to gain the knowl· 
within its own boundaries that we reo edge that became the laws of the Athen· 
member China. We do not know much ian states. To these same temples 
of its wars. Very few have ever read Pythagoras went, pounding upon the 
its annals. Not one Occidental in ten iron gates until the priests let him in .to 
thousand can name five emperors ot share the mysteries of geometry and 
China. But we all know that in some music and the strange arts of architec· 
way streams rose in the high moun- ture. Egypt was its arts, its sciences 
tains of Cathay that have flowed down and its philosophies. And for these 
the mountains and out beyond the things it will be remembered beyond the 
boundaries of China, beyond the wall memory of any industrial or economic 
and its gates, and have made the whole people. 
world richer and finer. We love China The same is true of ancient Greece. 
because it has been the Mother of Great- Greece is not its wars, not even its cities 
ness. or its great ruins, not the empty shrines 

What is Egypt? Is Egypt Rameses the and temples that stand there today. 
Great, or Seti, or any of the great Icings Greece was a body of men, about six 
-Amen-hotep? Is it its conquerors? No. hundred of them, who in the course of 
What about its governors and politi three hundred years accomplished more 
cians? We do not know the names of than half of the thinking of the whole 
a half-dozen of them. What about its world. The wealth of Greece was those 
generals? Forgotten. They are now not men. The strength of Greece was those 
more than mummies in some museum men. While that strength remained, 
in Europe - mummies of remembered Greece was supreme among all the na
value not because of the men inside the tions of the world. Men can destroY 
boxes, but because of the art on the out anything that the physical ingenuity of 
side. We care little who is in the box; human beings can build up, but defeat 
a great master painted the lid. can not come to these intangible ove!

Egypt was a mysterious world of learn tones. 
ing. From all the rest of the Near What did we think of Europe? Eu
East, scholars went to Egypt, and there rope, the last great civilization to corne 
in mysterious temples, under the earth, forth upon the earth. Europe into whose 
in strange old shrines, a mysterious waiting capacity flowed all the streamS 
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rJ. the old world-European civilization, peace by merely binding with physical 
.,hat is it? Is it innumerable petty chains those ambitious men who would 
,rateS and feudal princes? Is it that end destroy peace. We cannot preserve
less conspiracy of succession by crowns physical empire by trying to rule man 
.,hich has been recorded so well and with man-made dictums. 
,bout which we care so little? We cannot make our world safe 

What is Italy? Is it the Borgias, or simply by posting upon it the arbitrary
the de Medicis? No. Italy is art, Italy statutes of our own wills. There is only
is music, it is all that mysterious culture one way in which the world can be 
which was Europe's gift to the world. made safe-safe for democracy or safe 

And as we look back over the pano for mankind-and that is to return It 
rama of time, the last fifteen centuries to the keeping of its own spiritual« European history, what do we see? powers. There is no other way. No 
Do we see the dawn of industries, the human being is safe for himself or for 
building up of the physical patterns we his environment until his spiritual na
an: accustomed to? No; we see emerg ture rules the rest of him. No human 
ing from a strange, misty darkness, the being is harmless until he is wise, and 
luminous forms of the great, Leonardo, no civilization is harmless until it is 
Raphael, Michelangelo, Gutenberg. They wise. No world is safe until those mys
an: Europe, for they are the immortals. terious powers that we call the gods, or 
ThcJC are men who will be remembered the laws, are the absolute rulers of that 
after all the physical empires have gone; world. 
always it will be that way, and for one This we must learn through the bitter
1ery good reason. course of sorrow. We must learn it 

Men do not come into this world through wars and the rumors of wars. 
dcJy to perfect their outer lives, but to For surely these wars will come to no end 
order their outer lives sufficiently so until men return the keeping of their 
that their bodies become the instruments world to those universal values which
of their immortal purposes. Every phys alone are significant and sufficient to
ical part of man and every physical part serve it. 

of his civilization is doomed to inevitable 
 We can win the war and create only
deciy. Everything built with hands greater opportunity for the same condi
will be destroyed by the ravages tion already existing to arise
of time. The mission of man on again. Out of the tragedy ofearth is to develop within him

war, out of the reconstruc~ those mysterious values 
tion period that must followwhich he sees about him in the 
war, out of the chaos in s0~ones of his civilization. 
ciety which arises from the'lilt. as great empires produce 

ltDius out of themselves, so the disintegration of states, we 


~tcrial empire of man is de
 will form new and strange
~ted t~ the release of genius patterns. These patterns may 

"'IIVUgh Its own nature. 
 be taken over again by otherttJ! We are searching for some- opportunists, for every chaos 

g that will bring peace to through which we pass is an 
0Qr. World, permanence and se. opportunity for ambition to 

CUrity to our states, then we 
 rise above confusion and to:ust ~ize that the strength force ignorance to the service
II1dt&: In~ividual is in his spirit, of its own ends. We will
• Dot lD his body. And so never fail to create oppor~ the strength of his civiliza tunity for despotism until we!:rin its spirit, and not in its have discovered the inner 
~ form. laws by which it is our hope 

e can not win an enduring to bring order to our world. 
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We want more now than merely truths which must come through at the 
physical peace. We want more than the present time to the preservation of our 
power to re-allot lands and territories world, let us think of America. Our 
and colonies. We want to see something nation is being moved inevitably to 
greater than the re-emergence of the leadership among the nations of the 
captive states of Europe. If we want world. We are the peoples of a great 
them to come forth again, want them tomorrow. We are predestined and fore
to be free people again, want them to ordained by some mysterious Providence 
go on again, why? It is because we be within to take up the torch and light 
lieve that each state and each nation is the way for a world in darkness seeking 
the vehicle for the release of something light. We can dream forward to the 
that is fine, something that is noble, tiIl\e when in our keeping will be a 
and something that is necessary to the considerable part of the civilization of 
final security of humanity. the world. This civilization is not only 

There is no use preserving nations if going to feel the weight of our wealth 
their only desire is to go on as they al and our military power, but it is going 
ways have gone on, warring with their to be influenced profoundly by our cus
neighbors. There is no need for pre toms, our cultures, our attitudes, and 
serving man if man desires only to live our convictions. It is going to regard 
that he may create another world of us as a kind of object lesson; it is going 
profits, barters, and exchange. Man to try to do things the way we do them, 
himself must realize that the thing he is to accomplish the things that we have 
fighting for is not preservation of him accomplished. 
self as a unit of economics, but as a All men venerate success, respect 
channel for the realization and manifes power, and desire is natural to imitate 
tation of eternal values. When man re that which apparently succeeds. Ines
cognizes that, he will be a pen in the capably our nation has become morally 
hand of a ready writer. Until he knows a great sphere of object lesson influence. 
that his justification for existence is that Weare going to be heard, we are going 
he is an instrument for the revelation of to be watched. It is going to be much 
eternal values, he will not realize the more embarrassing to be watched than 
dignity for which he fights, will not heard. And far more difficult to achieve 
discover the reason which justifies his by actions the status necessary to main· 
own survival and makes his perpetua tain the respect and admiration we de· 
tion valuable to the human family. He sire to merit. 
is not valuable merely because he eats We must not only be strong enough 
and sleeps and works. He is valuable to prevent wars among small nations, 
because he dreams; and because, through or among greater ones; we also must 
him, universal dreams are coming true. be prepared to make our contribution as 
To the degree that he recognizes the a mature civilization. The period of our 
divinity of himself and the divinity in adolescence, the age of our irresponsibil· 
himself, is he valuable; and he is to be ity, is closing. We can no longer be 
appraised in the degree that he conse concerned with small matters. We can 
crates himself to the release of that divin no longer afford to live by the childish 
ity through action and through thought. codes that have up to now dominated 

These are the elements of a philos most of our relationships with ourselves, 
ophy of total peace. They are the truths each other, and with our world. The 
that man must realize before he can demand is for maturity, a realization of 
build a world that can endure. In these mature responsibility and what that Un· 
are his hope to escape from the periodic plies and what that means. We must 
turmoils into which his smaIl purposes prepare for it. 
and short vision are everlastingly pro It is a preparedness as great as the 
jecting him. preparedness for war. We must be able 

As we ponder intangible values, as to prove that we possess a spiritual de· 
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fcnsc program, and we must begin 
The same is true of medicine. where that program is of the The medical college's honor stu

greatest importance, directly in the dent may know all that is ex.lives of our people. 
pected of him, may go forth into 

The first and natural point of society and build a great practice, 
approach is our educational Sys-~ the sick and the lame and the 
tern, for this is the mechanism • halt may come to his door; he
which prepares our youth for the ...::t/~ may perform great operations,problems of living. If it is not evolve distinguished prescriptions, 
essentially sound, nothing else can \) f and gain a position of highestbe essentially sound. It is true that Y-1 professional distinction; but if 
a small minority of mankind may that man does not love the sick, 
grow up to greatness in spite of environ and has not as the basic motive of his 
mental condition, but for the most part, life a sincere, impersonal desire to help
the growth of our whole people demands and serve his brother creature, he is notthe cooperation of our edueational insti a doctor; and he is not an educated
tutions. Our educational structure must man. If his main interest in his prac
meet the challenge of a mature world. tice is profit, if he is interested only in 

We can no longer teach what we have what he can get, he not only fails to be 
been thinking. We can no longer teach a doctor, but he shows an ignorance so 
men to fit themselves for a world that great that he is a menace to himself 
is closing. We can no longer train them and his world. 
in opinions and attitudes which no I am not concerned with lack of tech. 
longer solve or answer the problem of nical skill. We have an abundance of 
our time. We can no longer build our it. Any type of technician can be pm. 
Twentieth Century civilization upon a duced by giving men the opportunity
FIfteenth Century educatioJUI theory. of reasonable training to develop reas

We can no longer evade or deny the oJUble aptitudes. Nor need we be con
absolute necessity of re·stating the basic cerned with any shortage of intellect 
motives and reasons and principles and in this country. Neither is our concern 
foundations of our living. Education with any lack of skill or of machines to 
must encompass one basic fact, and that aid individual skill, nor of ingenuity to 
is, no human being is educated who is devise more machines to deVelop preci. 
Dot safe after he has graduated from an sion workmanship. What we do wanr 

educational institution. No individual 
 to know is the motive in the heart of 

who is a graduate from an educational the man behind the things. We want 

theory and who then goes forth without to know what the man is thinking 


about, what he is dreaming about, what 

is educated. He is merely a highly he is aspiring to, what has led him in 

Ithooled ignoramus. The world is filled his desire to gain knowledge. Is it that 

lVith such people. he may exploit his brother man, or that 


he may enlighten him? Have we real. 

• rtalization of the basic values of life 

L._~t is not sufficient that the lawyer 
ized that the purpose of skill is to serve, ~ law. It is absolutely necessary 
and that the man who is truly great is"lilt he shall feel justice in his .soul. He 
truly a servant?lIlay know all the laws and all the loop

These are the problems which under~s in the laws; he may be able to 
lie the permanence of things. ild for himself success and a great 

We observe today the dilemma andJlractice, be a judge, and then go to 
Congressj disaster of a great nation, the Germanhe may end up on the Suo 

people. Germany as a nation has pro~ Court bench, honored and re duced much in technical skill, much in~ed. But if that man doe3 not love science, industry, economics. It is a naJIIsticc in his heart, he is not a lawyer, tion of patient workers, skilled crafts..IIld he is not an educated man. 
men, a nation that has contributed to 
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the educational sta practical people who 
tus of all civilized would always be 
mankind. But some geniuses with tem
thing has been mis peraments - people 
sing; and that in to be passed over, 
tangible something-which we have as the small, ethereal oddments of man
never before realized to be necessary kind, to be generally regarded during 
is that which has loosed Germany upon their own times as failures, because they 
the world as a great menace today. It were not rich. 
is the lack of soul power behind brain Mystics and dreamers we have always 
power. had; but not enough of them. We have 

This does not mean that all German create them, have innever tried to we 
people have been soulless; great art and deed placed every impediment in their 
beauty have come from Germany. But way. When they have tried to come
the men of Germany who are now in out and do something, we have crucithe saddle, now ruling the rest, now 

fied them, starved them, ignored them.dictating the destinies of the German 
And weState, these are not the nation's artists, so have ignored and forgotten 
and defiled and defamed that whichmusicians, poets. They are a tribe edu
was the most necessary thing in thecated in power and the desire for power, 
world, the empire of our dreamers. Wein the belief that man can be civilized 
have had no time for those who could without being kind, can be educated 
see ahead into tomorrow, who could rewithout being gentle. Firmly believing 
cognize values beyond the dollars andin the eternal right of might, force has 

of day.been elevated above principle and arm nonsense values our 

ament above an. Either education must justify and per
fect itself, or within it lies the root and But, read the textbooks of the world: 
seed of its own destruction. EducationThose which our younger generation is 

studying, and the textbooks which Ger must reveal to man his true place or it 
many and England and France studied, will destroy forever its own right to 

lcad man.and those translated for Japanese boys 
and girls, and what do you find? In all A great disaster suffered by educa
these textbooks educative of skill, tech tion is one of which most educators arc 
nic, of inspiration to ambition and suc proud. Strangely, the mind works to 
cess, those revealing of exploration into make us reverence most that which is 
the most hidden parts of nature, you will our own undoing. Not many years ago 
find not a line in any of them-not a I heard a very prominent educator say 
single line-to inspire the reader to use we should honor above all other men 
nobly the knowledge the book contains I Hippocrates, the father of medicine; and 

Beauty has not been pan of the edu. we should honor him for one thing 
cation of the scientist. Those who more than any other: he forever separ
wanted to, could study the ans, as im· ated medical science from religion I 
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Po we realize that at the same time somewhere, but he is sick all over. Hap
.,c divided medicine and religion, we less indeed is that man today the cause 
,Jso divided science and idealism? That of whose ailment is not where the pain 
.,c separated a profession from that isl 
honesty which is the root of all profes The horse-and-buggy doctor of fifty 
sion? That instead of making medicine years ago was much more than a physi
strOnger, we made both religion and cian. He was a son of priest in a small 
science weaker? world of his own. His duties and his 

problems were as universal as the lifeThen as it went along, science further 
of his community; he not only caredcanancipated itself. It separated itself 
for the physically sick but for the men&om philosophy, declaring that now it 
tally sick, and the spiritually sick. Hewas free to be science and could breathe 
had a word of sound advice, a handthe free air of its own emancipation. 
clasp when it was needed, a gentle

But division did not end there; divi smile when that helped. Not long ago, 
sion never ends. Division establishes the a really great doctor stood up before a
precedent of division, and goes on di class in medicine and said, "Gentlemen, 
viding until it achieves that strange state a successful physician is not a man with
of affairs referred to on one occasion by a great knowledge of medicine alone,
Elbert Hubbard, when he said, "A spe but a man with a great knowledge of
cialist is a man who knows more and and a great love for human beings. The 
more about less and less until he knows study of medicine includes every an andall about nothing." science known to man, and until you

The biologist and the physicist separ know something about what every man 
ared. The astronomer shot off like a is doing, you will not know how to help 
ccmet in one direction, the psychologist men to get over the consequences of 
shot off in another direction. The an what they have done." The students 
thropologist and the geologist no longer patiently listened to the remarks, pro
talk each other's language; in fact don't bably immediately forgot them. 
even want to speak to each other. The really great man of science is a 

Each scientist a little holier than· all man whose values run deep and broad, 
the others, each went dteper and deeper who is a human being first, a scientist 
aDd dteper into his own lore, until his afterwards. 
very depth rutted him, and he became By the gradual and inevitable process 
incapable of seeing over the sides of the of division, we have brokeo learning, 
hole he had dug for himself. Thinking one noble fact, into innumerable frag
he was digging up the past he was only ments, not one of which is capable of 
burying himself. individual survival and not one of which 
. No greater evidence of specialization is capable of contributing to the sur
IS observable than in the field of medi vival of anything else. 
cine. It used to be that an individual The physician who serves the greater 
could have a pain anywhere and call a purpose knows that the sickness ot 
d~or. . Now the body has to be di man's body is in nearly every case evi
Vided into innumerable small zones, dence of the sickness of his mind and 
each of which is the private preserve of his soul. The true physician is Dot 
~llIe specialist, and it takes a clinic to satisfied to patch up the body. He must 
.:gnose one pain. What is the result? remove the cause of mind and soul dis
~ne question emerges: When a man is ease. To do so, he must be a meta
SIck, where is he sick? He may hun physician, a philosopher, and a priest. 

7'~.. ucond part of t~is discussion of problems among the most important facing th.. world today 
will appear in tM (anuary issue. 

--0-

(CoNDENSAnON I'JI.OM A PtnILIC LECTUIU!. Suggested Readin,: 
F/lUT PIllNCIPLES OF PHlLOOOPHY; FACING THE FUTtJ1lE.) 
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Sing - ~ 
For the Spirit is Free! ~ 

By Eric Knight, Captain, U. S. A. 

THERE is always a danger in writing always come as I'm in the bathtub. One 
and speaking that words will lose doesn't want to die, in-in an undigni. 

meaning. Democracy, liberty, freedom, fied way." 
courage, fortitude-these are precious One remembers those things-inci. 
things. So precious that perhaps we dents of common people: A sailor wear. 
should ration the number of times a ing a piece of mistletoe in his cap and 
man may speak of them during his life whistling at a girl as he comes on leave 
-lest the ear become dulled to the at Christmas " " The Anglican minister 
names, and the things themselves lose saying grace over one can of lend·lease 
their flaming, sharp-edged meaning. meat, in the rectory kitchen beside his 

One is aware of that today in speak. seventh bombed out church in the East 
ing of Britain. The words have been End slums " , The people sharing their 
used up. sandwiches on trains which no longer 

And words would not make you really have dining cars , " The night shifts of 
understand the shattered stones of Ply. the factories and the girls singing above 
mouth, Coventry, Liverpool, London, or the noise of the machines-singing the 
Hull. Words alone can make no man popular American songs that Bing 
understand the ungentle rain from heav. Crosby sings. 
en of bombs and screaming sted. For the people of Britain often sing, 

My mind does not want to seek today. Sing aloud in the cities as they 
words for these things. My mind does walk in the total blackout. You sing, 
not even want to remember them. because , , " well, for one thing, other 

As I look back, I find my mind wants people hear you and don't bump into 
to remember-what? Only about people you. And you sing because, somehow, 
-the common man and woman who, the spirit is free, freer than it ever was 
in total war-must suffer the war. before! 

One remembers flashes-like bits of And they sing because, I think, they 
moving pictures--of people. The chilo see the inevitable pathway of duty clear· 
dren sitting in the schools, eating, and ly before them, and are determined to 
behind them, on the blackboard, the follow it, and never surrender. They 
words: Your eggs-come from Uncle will never give in. 
Sam. Lend·lease food. On the boat, as I came to this con· 

One remembers broken funny in· ~ tinent in a convoy, we watched a 
cidents: The night the air raid tanker torpedoed as the sun set. No 
sirens came howling up the Thames _ wo:-ds that I have shall convey the 
from the East like wolves in the • trag.ic horror of that-standing th~re, 
hills, and an old maid from down feel 109 your own boat go pound~g 
the hall knocked on our door and ~ on, knowing that you were leavJJlg 
asked to come in. She wore~~ men to die in a burning sea. 
a dressing gown, and curl- '-; ,Our captain was an ~ld 
p'p<n ,"d ,he w.. ,mho,· ~ r",h=n. No on< bl.m,d h"" 
rassed: So we made tea-and ( r~ ~ for pushing on. Convoys obey 
she explained herself. She ~. the orders of the commodore, 
said: "It isn't that I mind dy- ~ But, somehow, it was on th,e 
ing, so much. But they will . captain's conscience and It 
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lJIade him speak. That night he said And it is paradoxical today that hesuddenly: 
who sacrifices most, shall possess most."Sixty years I've sailed this ocean. 
And he who gives most, shall have

Sixty years! And no bloody Hitler ever most. 

lived that will make me stop sailing it

until I did" In such a way the people of Britain 

reach truer democracy. For they have
Those word9-forced from a man by given. willingly, nearly everything they 

horror at a tragedy--<:mbody the spirit have-their comfOrts, homes,their theirof Britain. A determination never to lives, if needs be. 
give in, never to surrender, 

And such a spirit, thank
never to be beaten. t. r1 1 God, today imbues the Amer-

The people of Britain will \ r)~ ican people. What the country 
uphold that determination, be.""" ~ demands shall be given. And 
cause they have learned some the more it shall ask in sacri
thing very precious. They fice, and the sooner it is asked,
have learned in war that Dethe more willing shaH be the 
mocracy has two sides. Degiving I 

mocracy not only gives; it also 


In that spirit wemust be given to. 	 shall carry 
forward the war of the United Nations. 

In aggressive fascism, you are ordered Britain has shown the world how to 
to do things. Very often Democracy lies 

hold fast, today is interested in gettingin doing exactly the same things-but in 
doing them because we want to do 	 together with America to carry the fight 

to the enemy_them, not because someone makes us do 

them. 


(Fao" to. PmsLIC ADDu.) 

~ 

ehdeline 0nusings 

An Illinois couple danced 24 hours without stopping, and then called it a day. 

---{laO

• It is said that successful people have the most ill behaved children. To the 
.Ictors belong the spoiled. 

-000

The opportunity that knocks only once at your door can easily be found these 
days hanging around downtown. 


-000
Looks as if suits for slander should be worn as vanity cases. 


-000

If, generally speaking, women are pretty; they are also pretty generally speaking. 


---{laO-

Our musical ear reports plenty of scrap in Tin Pan Alley. 

-000

the The freeze-<lut by American occupation of French North Africa was viewed by
Germans, says Berlin, with "icy calm." 
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• 	 The old democracy did not suve as a guaranty 

of ~ace; Ihe new democracy must 

V nited For The Enduring Happiness 
Of The Common Man 

By Vice President Henry A. Wallace 

T HE first person to sense the even ternational policies which would make 
tual significance of Russia and the World War II almost inevtiable. 

United States was the French author, Both Russia and the United States re
Tocqueville, who 107 years ago wrote: treated into isolationism to preserve their 

"There are at the present time two peace. Both failed. Both have learned 
great nations in the world which seem their lesson. 
to tend toward the same end, although 

Russia and the United States have had they start from different points. I allude 
a 	 profound effect upon each other.to 	 the Russians and the Americans... 
Both are striving for the education, the Their starting point is different and 
productivity and the enduring happiness their courses are not the same, yet each 
of 	 the common man. The new dem<rof them seems to be marked by the will 
cracy, the democracy of the commonof 	heaven to sway the destinies · of balf man, includes not only the Bill of

the globe." Rights, but also economic d~mocracy,Russia and the United States today ethnic democracy, educational democracy 
are 	 far closer than Tocqueville could and democracy in the treaunent of the
possibly have imagined when he traveled sexes. 
across the United States in 1835. The 

The ferment in the world today iscontinental position of both countries 
such that these various types of demoand the need for developing rich re
cracy must be woven together into asources unmolested from without have 
harmonious whole. Millions of Amercaused the peoples of both nations ttl 
icans are now coming to see that if Pan have a profound hatred of war and a 
America and the British commonwealthstrong love of peace. 
are the warp of the new democracy,Russia has had her bitter experience 
then the peoples of Russia and Asiawith isolationism. So has the United 
may well become its woof. States. 

In 1919 Republicans and Democrats Some in the United States believe 
alike sought through a league of nations that we have overemphasized what 
to express their belief in the collective might be called political or Bill of 
security of that day. Taft, Hughes, Rights democracy. Carried to its ex
Hoover, Lowden and Root all wanted a treme form, it leads to rugged individu
league. Then isolationism came out of alism, exploitation, impractical emphasis 
its cave and not only killed any possi on states' rights, and even to anarchy. 
bility of our entering the league, but Russia, perceiving some of the abuses 
made it certain that we would adopt in- of excessive political democracy, has 
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placed strong emphasis on economic de Anglo-Saxon tradition. 

JIlocracy. This, carried to an extreme, The fourth democracy, which bas to do 

cfemands that all power be centered in with education, is based fundamentally 

one man and his bureaucratic helpers. on belief in ethnic democracy. It is be


cause Stalin pushed educational democSomewhere there is a practical balance 
racy with all the power that he couldbetween economic and political demo
command that Russia today is able tocracy; Russia and the United States both 
resist Ga-many. The Russian people for have been working toward this practical 
generations have had a great hunger toJIliddle ground. 
learn to read and write, and whenIn 	 present day Russia, for example; 
Lenin and Stalin gave them the oppordifferences in wage income are almost 
tunity, they changed in twenty yearsbut 	not quite as great as in the United 
from a which was perStates. The manager of a factory may nation 90 cent 
illiterate to a nation of which nearly 90be paid ten times as much as the average 
per 	cent are able to read and write.worker. Artists, scientists and outstand


ing writers are usually paid even more Russia has had a great admiration for 

than factory managers or political com the American system of technical edu

misars. cation and public libraries. If she can 


TIle chief difference between the continue during the next twenty years 
economic organization of Russia and the progress made in the past twenty, 
that of the United States is tbat in she will surpass the United States. 
Russia it is almost impossible to live on If, in the future, Russia comes whole
income producing property. The Rus heartedly into the family of nations, we 
Iian form of state socialism is designed may expect Russian scientists to make COD

DOt to get equality of income but to tributions to human welfare which will 
pIaoe a maximum incentive on each in equal those of any nation in the world. 
dividual to produce his utmost. In any event, the Russian scientists will 

A third kind of democracy, which I most assuredly be doing their best to 
call ethnic, is in my opinion vital to the place the results of science more defin
DeW democracy, the democracy of the itely at the service of the average man 
COmmon man. and woman. Patents based on Russian 

Ethnic democracy means merely that scientific work will not be held out of 
the different races and minority groups use to benefit international cartels. 
must be given equality of economic op With regard to the fifth democracy, 
ponunity. President Roosevelt was the treatment of the sexes, most of us in 
guided by principles of ethnic democracy the United States have felt complacent. 
when in June of 1941 he issued an exe It bas taken th~ war experience of Russia 
~tive order prohibiting racial discrim to demonstrate the completeness of our 
Illation in the employing of workers by failure. 
llational defense industries. Russia has The Russian revolution gave equality 
~robably gone furthe.r than any other na of economic opportunity to women. 
tion in the world in practicing ethnic Those who have visited Russia recently 
~ocracy. From the Russians we can say that about 40 per cent of the work 
-rn much, for unfonunately the Anglo in the factories is being done by women. 
Saxons have had an attitude toward The average woman does about as much 
other races which has made ,them ex work as the average man and is paid as 
~dingly unpopular in many parts of much. 
'lac: world. We have not sunk to the Thousands of Russian women are in 
lUnatic level of the Nazi myth of racial uniform, either actively fighting or 
IUperiority, but we have sinned enough standing guard. 
: COst us already the blood of tens of We in the United States have not yet 

OUsands of precious lives. in the same way as the Russians called 
• Ethnic democracy built from the heart on the tremendous reserve power which 
II perhaps the greatest need of the is in our women, but before this war is 
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over, we may be forced to give women tion of all the peoples of the world and 
their opportunity to demonstrate that suggested as a starter a combined high
with proper training they are equal to way and airway from southern South 
men in most kinds of work. America across the United States, Can

ada and Alaska, into Siberia and on toThe old democracy did not serve as 
Europe with feeder highways and aira guaranty of peace. The new demo
ways from China, India, and the Middle cracy in which the people of the United 
East.States and Russia are so deeply interested 

Molotov's first reaction was, "No Onemust give us such a guaranty. 
nation can do it by itsdf."This new democracy will be neither 

Then he said, "You and I will live to communism of the oldfashioned interna
see 	the day." tionalist type nor democracy of the old

The new democracy by definition abfashioned isolationist sort. Willingness 
hors imperialism. But by definition also, to support world organization to main
it 	 is internationally minded and sutain world peace by justice implemented 
premely interested in raising the producby 	 force is fundamental to the democ
tivity, and therefore the standard ofracy of the common man in these days 
living, of all the people of the world.of airplanes. 

Fortunately, the airplanes, which make First comes transportation, and this is 
it necessary to organize the world for followed by improved agriculture, in
peace, also furnish the means of main dustrialization, and rural electrification. 
taining peace. When this war comes to The big planes and skilled pilots 
an end, the United Nations will have which will be ours when the war comes 
such an overwhelming superiority in to an end will lead us into a most re
airpower that we shall be abJe speedily markable future as surely as day fol
to enforce any mandate whenever the lows night. We can make it a future of 
United Nations may have arrived at a new democracy based on peace. 
judgment based on international law. As Molotov so clearly indicated, this 

The first article in the international brave, free world of the future cannot 
law of the future is undoubtedly the be created by the United States and 
United Nations' chaner. 	 Russia alone. 

The United Nations' charter includes Undoubtedly China will have a strong 
the Atlantic charter and there is little influence on the world which will come 
reason why it should longer be called out of this war, and in exerting this in
the 	"Atlantic charter" in view of the fluence it is quite possible that the prin
fact that the broader instrument has ciples of Sun-Yat-sen will prove to be as 
been validated by 30 nations. significant as those of any other modern 

This United Nations' Charter has in statesman. 
it an International Bill of Rights and The British commonwCalth, England 
certain economic guaranties of interna herself, the democracies of northwest 
tional peace. 	 Europe, Latin America, and in fact all 

These must and will be made more of the United Nations, have a very im
specific. 	 portant role to play. 

There must be an international bank But in order that the United Nations 
and an international TVA, based on may effectively serve the world, it is 
projects which are self-liquidating at low vital that the United States and Russia 
rates of interest. 	 be in accord as to the fundamentals of 

In 	this connection, I would like to re an enduring peace based on the aspira
fer to a conversation with Molotov, when tions of the common man. 
he 	 was here last spring. Thinking of It is my belief that the American and 
the unemployment and misery which Russian people can and will throw their 
might so easily follow this war, I spoke influence on the side of building a n~ 
of the need for productive public works democracy which will be the hope of 
programs which would stir the imagina- all the world. 

• 	 Christmas as a "njfl~sal c~~mony 

should b~ b~tt~r und~stood 


The LifZht of Christmas 

TO better understand and established doctrine. 
the origin and sym This battle of faiths 

bolism of Christmas, we continued until the con
should have some knowl version of Constantine:
edge of historical factors perhaps better stated, 
that led to the establish until the time of the am
ment of this most important of Constantine. Constantine was 
of Christians. a politician primarily. He saw a great 

doctrine rising in the Roman empire,It was not in Syria that the Christian 
certain radical dements increasing infaith had its beginning, but in Rome. 
strength; he needed their strength toWhile it remained in the Near East the 
support his ambitions; he sided with new faith was comprised of semi-fana	 so 
them, and thus was Christianity given tical followers, to whom the faith of the 
its official status in the Roman Empire.Roman empire was mild heresy. The 


real development of Christianity fol In the period of transition, Christian

lowed the migration of "the cult to Rome. ity was opposed by the cults and be

Rome resisted Christianity for nearly liefs existing at the time, and it was ne

300 years, in the sense of any official cessary for the Christians to meet in 

acceptance. The Romans believed they secret. The great catacombs under the 

Were well off in existing knowledge and city of Rome, tombs of emperors and 

religion, for they had borrowed much kings, were seldom visited by the liv

from the outstanding Egyptian and ing, and so these became the most im

Greek cultures. The coming of a ra portant of the meeting places of the 

diea1, disorganized group from Syria Christians. They perpetuated their secret 

blet general opposition, not only from cult while the Romans were celebrat

ordinary people but also by men who ing some festival of their own. All 

have deseended to us as scholars of high the Christian ceremonial days coincided 

degree. The Roman intellectuals did with the Roman Festivals. It was a mat

Oot believe the new belief was work ter of protection. From this circum

~ble. And so the Christian faith, seek stance we secure our season of Christ

log to establish itself in the heart of a mas. 

great military empire, was destined to un
The time of the birth of Jesus is 
go through the persecutions and vicissi known. Some declare him to have been 
~des inherent to any new belief setting born at the Winter Solstice, othen at 
Itself down in the stronghold, of old the Vernal Equinox, and other seasons 
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have been suggested as the time of birth deity was the personification of the in. 
of the Messiah; but the Christians in carnating ego in man, the ever-borning 
Rome found it convenient to celebrate representing the life in man constantl; 
this occasion at the same time the Rom moving from body to body, but eVer 
ans were celebrating the annual Birth of living. Repre~ted in several fornu 
the Sun God, so the 25th of December in the most important he is the Son ~f 
is actually a Pagan date, from the Rom Zeus. His father ' so greatly loved him 
an calendar. that he allowed the little god to sit upon 

Examining into the story of the New his throne and hold the thunderbolts 
Testament, some inaccuracy is . evident and lightning; we are told that he sits 
in stating that on the night of the birth upon the right hand of his father in 
of the Messiah shepherds were sleeping heaven, is born of an immaculate con. 
with their flocks. It would be very ception, and is the deity of the inward 
unlikely that on the 25th of December consciousness. Poor little Dionysius Was 
in Judea shepherds would be out with so hated by rival deities that in child. 
their flocks: the ground is then covered hood he was taken away from the land 
with snow; the flocks would have long of his birth to a land of mystery far 
since been driven into the fold, the shep away, to the great Mt. Meros, and on 
herds huddled around the fires in their the top of this mountain he was cared 
huts. No one stays out at night in Judea for and educated by a strange old god, 
at this season. It is more probable the Silenus, a roly-poly deity, with long 
birth time was nearer the Summer Sols whiskers, a kindly benign expression. 
tice, or the Autumnal Equinox, possibly celebrated because of his love and care 
with the Sun in the sign of Virgo. of the Divine Child. It is quite possible 

The festival of Christmas would be that we have in him an early prototype 
incomplete without that important sym of Santa Claus. 
bol, the story of Santa Claus. Many ex Another interesting tradition from the 
planations have been advanced as to the ancient world of the Greeks is that of 
origin of the myth of Saint Nicholas. the ancient god Chronos or Saturn, the 
One is: He was a good theologian who Father of the Gods. His rulership over 
lived in the 4th century, his name was the world began in the month of De
Nicholas, and he was supposed to have cember. An aged person, he is usually 
been a man who was always giving shown with a scythe and hour glass, our 
away things and doing good. Because present day conception of Father TIme, 
of his generosity, he was canonized; and cartooned as an old man shuffling off 
after many centuries his name Saint and a little child coming in. The same 
Nicholas was slurred into Santa Claus. cartoon was found on the walls of Pom· 
This is all assumption, for we cannot peii, and in the ancient records. It is 
find anything in proof of the story. part of the ancient myth of the god 

In looking elsewhere for the origin of Dionysius. 
Santa Claus, we have several possibili Now, the Christmas tree. Tree was 
ties. the ancient symbol of immortality. Al

The Egyptians had a strange god in bert Pike in his great book on Free 
their pantheon called Bes, depicted as a Masonry says that a tamarisk, or acacia, 
roly-poly figure, face bedecked with can be cut, squared and built into a 
large whiskers, smiling from ear to ear. doorpost, and the next year it will 
His ears were long, and he wore a sprout-you cannot kill it. The tam
strange bonnet; and he was particularly arisk is thus the symbol of immortality, 
the Egyptian god of children. This and in the old philosophies it shared 
deity dwelt in the inner world of Am honors with the pine. Our acceptance 
enti, an invisible world, but, interest of the pine is based upon two traditions: 
ingly, a world far off to the North. One is, the tree remains green, and SO 

The ancient Greeks have their paral it is the symbol of life through death. 
lel of the Christos in Dionysius. This of immbrtality, eternal existence. The 
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other tradition goes back to the tradi
tions of Adonis in the ancient Greek 
myths, particularly in the Phrygian 
myths. It is the story of the Sun God 
Atys, wounded by a wild boar at the 
foot of a pine tree, his blood going into 
the pine; the tree therefore remaining 
the symbol of eternal life from the 
Creator. 

Our Yuletide candles come from the 
ancient Jewish Festival of the Candles. 

Christmas, as a universal ceremony 
among men, should be better under
stood. It has been too long associated 
with material things. We have lost the 
spirit of the ancient times, when Christ
mas was a beautiful festival. It was a 

on a favored few; it shed its rays on the time set aside for rejoicing that the 
good and bad, the rich and poor. Thereperiod of the Winter Solstice brings 
was no discrimination in the light ofback the annual promi.se of the year. 
the sun; therefore, it represented Eternal On the 25th day of December, accord

ing to the ancients, the sun begins its Justice. 
Today's celebration is one we thinkvictorious march back into the zenith of 

of as the occasion for material giving of the Northern Hemisphere, a season to 
things. This coming Christmas mightbe celebrated as the time of the birth 
well be approached with a little moreof Light. It was their belief that all 
philosophy than previously--even, wewe have, that all we are, we owe to the 
might say, in the Pagan standard ofsun. I think we are still much of that 
idealism. Christmas might well bringmind. Science has not been able to 
to us the realization of the beneficenceundermine the significance of the sun. 
man receives from the Universe, and his Without this orb, life is impossible upon 
profound indebtedness to the Universe.the earth; it gives the very energy by 
When the rising sun on Christmas day which we live, sustains the every life 
sends its long beam to our world, weby which we accomplish. It is the com
can know that on the weight of thatmon benefactor. 
beam comes everything that is necessarySo highly did the ancients revere this 
to us. On that beam comes nourishment,great mystery of light that the Birthday 
nutrItIon, energy, vitality, thoughts,of the Sun was set aside as the most 
ideals, dreams, and emotion; that beamsolemn and significant of all festivals. 
is a constant pact between ourselves and They declared of the Birthday of the Sun 
the Infinite.furthermore, as surely as the outer life 

That beam of light means there isof man is sustained by this visible suo, 
nothing that is necessary to us that isso the inner life is sustained by the light 
not available to us, and if upon the earth of a secret sun. Said the Greeks, the 
men have deprived men of the necessecret sun is Dionysius-the soul of the 
sities of existence, if men have persun sustaining the soul of man. These 
verted and destroyed all the great good mysteries occured at the same time, and 
upon which we must depend, then it isSo they established a festival to pay 
not the heavens but our own selfishhomage. to the common source of Good. 
ness that is the fault; because the world Funhermore, they had another belief 
contains everything in itself necessaryWe have lost sight of. To them the 
for our happiness, peace, prosperity, and Light that came to the world came to 
security.aI.I things. It was not a separate indi


VIdualistic type of Light that shone up- (CoNl)f.NSATIOH now: A PUBLIC L.~) 
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• 	 He helieved he could live at will dth~ in the 
physical world or the invisible world 

Andrew Jackson Davis 

I N presenting a few highlights on the human is capable. It leads us into 
life work of Andrew Jackson Davis, blind alleys, makes us easily victimized 

the great American spiritualist and mys by charlatanism, destroys our initiative. 
tic, it is to be remarked that philosophy It is so nearly true; almost, but not com· 
does not oppose itself to any system of pletely. And so it is capable of being 
belief. Through the years I have criti misused with disastrous consequences. 
cized certain aspects of psychical phen The spiritualist is entitled to say, what 
omena, not because of disbelief in doctrine in life can not be misused? It 
spiritualism, but rather in the feeling must be agreed, that is correct. Any 
that certain psychical practices are likely knowledge we have can be misapplied. 
to lead the average individual into dif Through such misapplication we desuoy 
ficulty. the cause for which the knowledge 

Spiritualism has accomplished a great stands, and unfortunately, in many 
deal of positive good in helping to im forms of knowledge we seem unable to 
prove the attitude of men toward the find a reasonable anchorage of thought. 
after-death state. Radical improvement In spiritualism we are dealing with a 
and correction is required of the old or force so attenuated, a subject so abstract, 
thodox superstitions concerning the pur that a person's common sense cannot 
gatorial condition of the human soul, always come to his assistance. With cer
the fear of death with which theology tain forms of knowledge we can be con
has afflicted man. Spiritualism, by em stantly censored by our own intelli
phasizing the after-<ieath state of man gence; in these we will never get far 
as a nonnal condition, merely an ex from facts. 
tension of his physical life into the in For instance: Suppose some one sug
visible universe, has made a powerful gests you try to build a house without 
and rational contribution to the thought a foundation, let it float six feet above 
of the human family. the ground; You know you can not do 

Modern civilization has need to catch that, the house will not stay there, nor 
up 	with the classical civilization. Chris can a house be built beginning with the 
tianity's belief in the continuity of a ra roof; you have to begin with a firmly 
tional consciousness beyond the grave is set basement and work up. You can 
vital to us. On the other hand, com think that sort · of thing through. But 
munication between the two worlds is when you have abstract · matters, where 
a problem which presents almost insur there is no real footing, it is difficult 
mountable: difficulties. Great thinkers of to keep your value sense suaight. 
all 	 times have agreed such a communi This is especially true when dealing 
cation is theoretically possible, but with things mystical and occult. The 
almost all agree the practice of it leads tendency of our minds is to imagine, 
to a vast amount of idle speculation and to run off at wide tangents into illu
destructive: consequence:s. In the same sions and delusions. With perspective 
way that the the:ory is uplifting, theory and common sense lost, we begin be· 
and practice: are in conflict. The theory lieving n<lt only that everything is pos
of spiritualism opens new doors to a sible, but everything, no matter how ab
larger concept of the world. But in prac surd, is true. 
tice it can lead to some of the most Definite deterioration in our method 
amazing wool-gathering of which a of thinking follows loss of perspective; 
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etime the result is loss of mental one should not indiscriminately advise 
;:dUes and abilities, a general deteriora· an effort to communicate between the 
aiGO- Enthusiastic but uninformed peo two spheres of life. 
pc JDust be protected against such ex Every individual at times would like 
itcIJ1CS of thought. Psychical phenom· to attempt to communicate between the 
CIllo theoretically true, theoretically pos two worlds. Usually the desire follows 
,iblc and theoretically good, in practice the loss of someone for whom the bereft 
,..d application is dubiously successful. has a great affection, in natural impulse 
100 often it is destructive of an indio to preserve contact. The impulse is 
vidual's integrity. essentially selfish. But it is equally es

1'be average person will r think agree sentially human in these times of stress 
cbat from a reasonable standpoint the that we should be particularly suscep
csiJtcnce of psychical phenomena has tible to psychical phenomena, and to 
becD established beyond rational chal the influence of some person who is 
leDge. It is obvious to all thinking practicing this type of profession. We 
people that the many and various experi may thus be exploited out of everything 
IDCDts which have been we own by any of 
IDICfe and the tests at· ..::::::::: ':::':. many unscrupulous per
1IeIDpted and success- :::: ..... sons. 
fully carried out arc: So, for the average 
DOt one common body person it is recom· 
«fraud. No question mended that the theory 
mnains as to the val· of spiritualism be reo 
idity of a great part of garded as fundamental 
this research. But in knowledge. The detail 
my mind is the grave of psychical research is 
question of the signif best limited to persons 
icance of this research, highly trained in spe
CIIICe we have accom cialized fields. It does 
pliahed the fundamen· not advance the aver· 
tal premise--that com age person to partici. 
munication between the pate in spiritual phen
WOrlds is possible. Hav omena; it can be read 
ing established that upon reasonable about, case histories might be listened to; 
IJOund, and with it the survival of the but when one begins to dabble in the 
continuity of consciousness after death, psychic he is endangering his own in
~tualisrn's contribution to mankind tegrity of viewpoint. Unless much 
iI constituted in upholding these two stronger than the average, he is apt to 
gztat philosophic truths. be swept away by psychical factors, es

When the.re is departure from this caping from them only after years of 
~versa1 program of philosophic reali wandering in a fantastic world of 
~ and particular application of spiritu dreams and distorted thinking. 
Ili.m is made to the cases of individuals, Occasionally, someone researches in 
'Ve find a certain percentage of reputed this field and proves to be a positive 
~, a considerable percentage of in· force for good. An outstanding case is 
\lltIerent results, and an immense per that of Andrew Jackson Davis. As a 
tentage of error. It is error arising na young man he seemed to possess in
turally from human mind fallacy. We nately within himself the power of 
~ not perfect; nothing we do is per psychical perception. Like most med· 
&<:Q. The more abstract the field of iums, he was not trained in psychical 
OUr speculation, the more probability of matters; but unlike most psychical peo
er,,?r, unless in our own right we are ple, he was able to control the impres
~?ed thinkers. So often do the errors sions which came to him. As a psychic· 
&qQ to trying consequences and tragedy, ally sensitive person, he lived in a 
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us 

it was, 

attitudes. It is these things which the original thinker found it, no one 
to wonder just exactly where else had noticed it. 

V'C·"'h., 

strange world of invisible values, of he possessed without attempting an 
semi-tangible symbolism. He had the colossal and fantastic use of the reforr: 
common problem of others who work in which came through to him. His baoh 
this field; he had to clothe his inspira are the best balanced and organized of 
tion in some tangible vestment; many all psychical literature on phenomena. 
of his most abstract ideas have in con In the last fifty years thousands of 
sequence come down to us clothed in books have been written on psychieal 
a curious language, the result of his phenomena. The interest in them is 
own patient searching for words to ex not great. For the most patt they n:
press the most intangible ideas. present the personal experiences of their 

Andrew Jackson Davis wrote books writers, not important, but seeming 
over a period of half a century. He terribly so to the individuals to whOtn 
wrote constantly of things he saw, of they occurred. A psychical experience 
his own experiences. Through this en holds little of general interest. If the 
tire period he never became irrational writer reports having spent the after
in his viewpoint. He possessed the very noon talking to Pythagoras, no one 
unusual faculty of keeping all his work worries much. Possibly one reason is 
within certain boundaries. He never when the sensitized one comes back and 
decided he was going to save the world. tells what Pythagoras talked about, it 
He never decided he manifested the was an appallingly off day with Pytha
second coming of Christ. Nor did he goras, one when he wa, not talking 
ever assert that all the spirits in the about anything. 
invisible world had looked with favor Psychical experience writing gives the 
upon him as the peculiar vehicle for impression of a general deterioration 
saving humanity. These are common among the deceased. I remember once 
delusions, but they never seemed to reading a collection of new Shakes. 
afflict him. pearean plays dictated by his ghost. The 

ghost of the great bard did not do wel~A patient observer of psychical things, 
a recorder, Andrew Jackson Davis but maybe no worse than the bard him· 

self would have done-being a Bacon·worked with the sick and suffering, 
man ian, I do not believe anyhow thattried to improve the state of 

Shakespeare wrote a line of the playsthrough simple means. So, he becomes 
accredited to him. But this and othera pattern for procedure with spiritual


ism, a symbol of what the better psy writings lost the name of action; these 

personal experience books, often wellchical research really is. He lived his 
written and of nice appearance, sort oflife making use of the sensitive powers 
let you down when you read them. 

Great men who have gone on and then 

decided to come back · to have a long 

talk with the world they have left, do 

not seem to have much to say about 

what they are doing. They seem also to 

have lost their grammatical sense when 

they went over. Also, they develop 

strange and inconsistent ideas. Among 

mysterious things that happen to them 

is, that regardless of their nationality or 

r.ace, they suddenly start speaking En

glish. And irrespective of the time and 

place which produced them, they begin 

to think the way we think now; what

ever the age of their earthly existence, 

when they pass on, they seem to be· 

come our contemporaries in viewpoint 
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experience left off and ima Andrew Jackson Davis lived in a time 
began. when about the only person who pre

a book of well over a thou ceded him in any of these mysteries was 
pages describing the flower life of Emanuel Swedenborg, and it is obvious 

other world, and all I could get out to anyone who has read the works of 
the flower over there is the both tbat Davis did not copy Sweden

JIII1C '5 it is over here, on! y it is dif- borg. Davis resembled Jacob Boehme 
in many ways, but not in parallel to

fcIeI1t. . 1 Am' I d'Also, qUIte a arge encan n Ian the German mystic. Davis was an ori
~tion seems to have moved across, ginal thinker. Contemporary with 
_ thereupon lost interest in its own Ralph Waldo Emerson and other great 
yp:at racial traditions, instead to become men who lived in New England at that 
OCCUpied currently in overshadowing our time, Davis came too soon to panicipate 
affairs. The reason why the American in the glory of other people's research. 
Indian is chosen is obscure. He was a pioneer. 
If these books are curious, spiritual Because of a fine intrinsic gentleness

iIdc art is more curious. I remember of spirit, Davis never made the enemies 
~ting a house where there were spirit that a great many religious leaders have 
paintings. One was so large they had made. People respected him, even 
to cut a hole in the ceiling so the upper though they did not understand him.
bal£ could extend through to the second He was scholarly, of solid respectability,
Soot. The subject wore a double-breasted a friendly man with the wiry hair and 
Prince Alben coat, a carnation in the glasses of Franz Schubert, living a quiet, 
buttonhole, a costume curious for an retiring, sensitive existence. He was 
udlangel, and the whole thing was well liked and respected by those dif
lelDiniscent of a paternal ancestor's fering with him, and this at a time 
pborograph, of an ancestorial spirit per when religious differences meant a great
petuated not in the other world but in deal and could lead to most uncom
the memory of the family within which fortable forms of persecution. 
the painting had been done. Not in line to copy anyone else, An

Andrew Jackson Davis did not suffer drew Jackson Davis settled down to the&om art or book conceits. A devout be things he himself had seen and known. 
lieter in the mysteries of the other Millions of others have copied him, but 
lIWOrId, in his time psychical phenomena his research had the validity of being .., in its infancy in this country, and 
10 he was preserved from a malady 
"bich has afflicted those who followed 
after him: He was not able to copy. 

When someone says something, and 
IDlneone else says, "Me, too," I think of 
the man selling hot chestnuts on the 
IIreet corner. Across the street was alei? ambitious vender, and he spent the 
., •ole day yelling at the top of his 
~, "Fresh, roasted chestnutsl" The 
faid ambitious competitor was doing 
.. y well by adding after each call, 
Me, too." In the psychic situation, 
~ne has a vision, reads something, 
"rites something; then thousands of:ers perceive the same mysterious psy

leal phenomena. Yet up to the time 
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his own. With no accessible thought was able to develop a great many fonn. 
along these lines for him to copy from, ulas and medicines for correcting sick. 
his research was uncorrupted by any ness, a most practical use for metaphys
prevailing system of thought. He really ical speculation. 
dug for the things he believed. Later, When we think about it, the world 
research by other men, highly trained is seeking at the moment for something 
clairvoyants, has substantiated his prin. of value derived from the speculation of 
cipal findings, and this has revealed the intangible. As a race we are still 
Davis as a man capable of seeing things too seriously involved in the problems of 
and keeping the things he saw in pro- the flesh. We incline to think that the 
per order, bringing them through in a philosophic problem does not solve any. 
way that was reasonable, int.elligent, thing. How would the knowledge of 
rational. the invisible world and its laws contri. 

One outstanding contribution of Davis bute to our present physical life, making 
in the field of the invisible world and that life a better one to live and easier 
its mysteries, is this exactness, almost for others around us?---that is a thought 
precise, scientific, in his discussion of which Andrew Jackson Davis summed 
the method of transition between the up in the idea that the physical uni· 
two worlds, and the method of com· verse is contained within the invisible 
munication between the worlds. He universe. The world of spirit surrounds 
shows and describes to us exactly what the world of form. Spirit penetrates 
happens in the phenomena of death. and permeates through all the parts of 
The exact state of the various bodies form. And, so to speak, we are living 
and vehicles of man in the after-death in the midst of a spirit life. We are 
state. And, with great exactitude, the in a sort of ante-chamber, a vestibule of 
method by which the entity comes into the universe of spirit. Regardless of 
birth. The exactness of Davis technique anything we attempt to do, or anything 
is in great contrast to the average spiritu. we meant ta do, or anything we are 
alist's exceedingly hazy idea of how the working with, we are ourselves flowing 
entity gets back and forth between the toward that sphere of spirits; and as 
worlds, and what constitutes the tech· surely as we are physical creatures, so 
nique of death and birth. Davis is clear. surely we are moving inevitably toward 
cut, precise. the sphere of spiritual values, to abide 

Another important contribution is his there for an indefinite period of time. 
struggle to tie up his psychical research Davis did not designate, mentally did 
with something practical. In this again, not define the existence of man's ex· 
the amateur falls down. Discovery is perience after death. To him the im· 
easy in the realm of the mystical, but if portant thing was that all life is flow· 
you come upon anything of ............................. ..~.....:.:.:.................. ing toward a spiritual state.

• .;.:.:.:.:.::::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.::::.' ":':-:':'::':':.;.:.;.:.;.:!I- • •value, you must use It for '::::::::'~;';;;;;;;;;;;;;;';';';; .:;;;;;;;;.;:;;;;;:;;:;.;.:.:: Just as flvers empty iOta the 
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swer how could the knowl·~-::~Wftin t.liMW> power far beyond our own 

edge of the contact between' ~7.~. '. W:~i to pass beyond the veil be· 

the two worlds contribute to .)Jiz.· ~~~i ':i'~ tween the seen and unseen, to 

the physical efficiency of the', . '. become in our turn part of 

persons in this world? Davis the population of the invisible 

turned to the healing art. He world. 

began the process of applying This thought to him reo 

psychical laws to medicine with vealed a great many things. 

really amazing results. He But first, it justified the 
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espc:riment of research into psychical causes us to build a home, establish our
~omena. At the time of Andrew selves in a community, or prepare our
Jackson Davis the belief of the Egyptians selves for a profession. The ordinary 
\VIS unknown to the thinkers of New smug philosophy of life gradually 
England. To. him it had :uready .been evolves until it includes the period from 
realized, that IS: The Egyptians believed maturity to the grave. Our perspective 
that as long as we are all moving in should be larger, according to Andrew 
e'titably toward a different condition of Jackson Davis; we should include the 
being, we really should give the mat transitional period, and the after-death 
ra a little intelligent consideration. We period. 
should give it at least as much consider He explained further, and he is intelli
ation as we would give a week-cnd at gent, consistent and reasonable in his 
the beach; or perhaps as much as if we explanation, that as we establish the af· 
wuc: planning to move; because, plan ter-death life as a bigger experience 
ning or not, we are all going to move than the physical existence, we shall 
one of these days. overcome a great many evils, political, 

This eventuality should not lead us industrial. 
to momid introspection; there is noth· Consider the physical world: Instead 
iag morbid about change; but there is of being the end for which all men live, 
something morbid about living in a it is the front door to something else. 
neighborhood that is running down. The intensity of competition, the im· 
Of course, the principal move we make pulse toward exploitation, the ambitions 
in life---the transition-is with most peo toward world power, these befog the pic
ple not because of any great effort; in ture of the actual life of which we are 
fact, in the majority we are in no hurry a part. We sorely need a different 
for this transition; but we accept it as method of accomplishing the things we 
inevitable and face the prospect with want to do. Physical accumulation is 
amazing good humor-if theology does as poor a reason for existence, as great 
not first get in to scare us to death. temporal power is an excuse for tyranny. 

Knowing this transition is going to That is good sound mysticism. Man 
OCCUr, the problem arises as to how we is wholly capable of seeing more clearly 
are going to build up toward it. We and with a better perspective what he 
know we should not worry, be anxious· is, and why he is here. Widening the 
ly concerned, we should be normal focus of attention now utterly upon his 
about it; the transition is to be recog physical existence, to begin to think in 
nized as a factor in living, just as surely terms of his citizenship in two worlds 
as We recognize spring, summer, fall, and of experience, he would at once realize 
winter as seasons for which we prepare. that nothing is important here unless it 
Obviously much more should we pre· is important in that other state. Accom
pare . ourselves for the greatest seasonal plishment would be seen as worth little, 
change - the metaphysical equinoxial achieving little, unless it achieves in 
change of the ancient Greeks - this im both worlds at the same time. 
POrtant transitional episode. But most That leads to an interesting thought. 
people come to it utterly unfitted and Achievement in two conditions of life 
unprepared, and, usually, not too full constitutes an acceptable achievement. 
~ grace as the result of the way they If we achieve' only in this world, then 

Ve lived here. our achievement ceases with our physical 
. Andrew Jackson Davis became con· existence, and we are bankrupt in the 
~nced that long before we could live next. If we achieve only in the next 
~ normally physically, we would have world, then we are bankrupt here. 

to lOciude the transitional and after If we fail to live well here, we over
;ath state in our philosophy of life. shadow the other world with false and 

e would, in other words, have to build worthless attitudes. What type of life 
on the same kind of philosophy that then do;:s achieve in both spheres simul· 
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experience in what nottaneously? The an
swer is obvious. It to do next time. He, 
must be an internal like Falstaff, grows in 

a backhand progress.life, a life of rich val
ues, a 1ife that has so Andrew Jackson Davis 
much principle in it that we recognized that if we could 

clear out faults by a largerdiscover the realization of Law 
perspective, we would solveand Principle to be the com
both problemsmon denominator of both simultaneously. 
We would live well here, andworlds. When we live Truth, 

we live in both spheres suc face eternity well. Where
cessfully. When we live with the real ever we were and whatever we 

A 

were 

ization that the development and un doing, we would be safe. He of course 
foldment of our own better nature is evolved these conclusions as the result of 
the essential denominator on both planes psychical experiences, conclusions in 
of life, then we begin to live for eternity themselves greater than the experiences 
instead of for a time. We live toward which produced them. But the result 
the transition, instead of constantly liv was his ability to interpret from parti. 
ing in the illusions of the transient phys culars the great Truth from which they 
ical life. arc suspended. 

Civilization is not significant as an Realizing that he was constantly sur
institution. Man does not fulfill his rounded by a sphere of invisible things, 
destiny by building ant hills. Nor by the development of Davis brought his 
building better mouse traps. Neither speculation to another interesting point. 
is destiny fulfilled when a man says, It is somewhat in parallel with the great 
"I have gone as high as I can go. I am French work, The Comte de Gabalis
sitting on top of the heap." From a supposed to have been inspired by 
cosmic standpoint, nothing is more ridi Comte St.-Germain, and written by 
culous than a man sitting on top of a Abbe de Villars, who was later assassin· 
heap. It does not mean anything to the ated because he wrote the book-the 
Universe whether he is on top of the story of a man who became a citizen of 
heap or under the heap. High position two worlds simultaneously. By con
is no more than ego satisfaction. To scious act of will power he could be in 
achieve greatly is unimportant; it is ridi this world or the invisible world. 
culous rather than sublime. A man Andrew Jackson Davis could live tOO in 
may have become a great politician, but either the physical or invisible world. 
politics is not great; therefore he has according to his desire, or according to 
achieved greatly in something unimpor the nature of the impulses which £lo~e<I 
tant. If he is smug he is not valuable, through him at various times. Living 
if pompous he is not profound. In a in two worlds gave him an interesting 

large way he is capable of sensing his problem to work out. 

own importance, but the Universe will He interpreted the relationship be

never sense his importance. And so a tween these two worlds this way: Men 
great many careers are wasted in this lived constantly surrounded by spirits. 
world because the ends do not justify spirits lived constantly surrounded by 
the means. The purpose to achieve be human beings. That is, we are just as 
ing inconsistent with any rational reason, close to the spirits as the spirits are ~o 
the person merely gets some valuable us. Our world impinges upon thel! 

ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS 
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~d to the same degree their world the period used by the Greeks in initia
~ges upon ours. tion; the time when souls entered into 
~ding to Davis, by his own ex the material state. 

.-iments, it was a subtle, internal pro The two worlds SO close together 
r-- like turning the dial on a radio to always, Andrew Jackson Davis won:e in a station, which suddenly dered how much one affected the other. 
~d the world you lived in. Both Could we exist in the other's rate of_cis are the same place. You do not vibratioD if we were in tune? Would 
" anywhere. You do not go to a dis it have any effect upon us? Is it not 
...- and become a panicipator in a possible that inside of man there are 
.....,e land, but in yourself you can parts and members capable of feeling 
__ to die out one sphere.of existence, these vibrations not susceptible to other 
JO! enter into another. parts? Is there anything taking place 

))avis wondered what would happen in the invisible world that does not af
if be went beyond that second viorld, fect us to some degree, eveD though we 
..... got into a third. There are seven are unaware of it? What, then, is the 
cIiffew1t worlds of living things, all effect of the world of the invisible upon
ailting in the same place and at the matter? What is the effect of the dead 
.. time, but separated by a vibratory upon the living? Is there an effect, 
_ which makes each one unique and whether we know it or not? Is there 
....te, makes each one normally un· concourse between these two worlds? 
IWIIt of the existence of the other. It was these problems that Andrew 

The question also arose in his mind Jackson Davis set out to investigate and 
• to what degree the visible world is bring in his testimoDy,
6cted by the invisible. Plato and His conclusions: The two worlds do 
PJtbagoras had worked on the same meet. There is a powerful relationship
1IabIem. but it is doubtful that Davis between the objective and subjective
Dew it. Most of the Greek philo5- worlds. The worlds meet in several 
opIIcn and Hindus speculated upon the ways; in the individual through certain 
IIiIationship betweeri the two widely dif sensitive parts of the body, and in the 
... states of being. The possibility lives of individuals .in periods of streSS
elf both planes coming together was also and strain by which their function is 
4e&oitely considered. For example: On changed. They meet also in society it
~~sion aboard ship the Greek phi self. Meet in the larger world in cer· 
~r Aristophanes was asked the tain periods of day and night. And 
~ between the two worlds. He in they meet in a still larger way in cer
~ of one of the sailors, "How thick tain times or cycles in the world's his
""r'I..--: wall of this ship?" The sailor said tory.
&~ inches, Master." Aristophanes This last is a very interesting thought.

the "The dif·~ answered question. Just as the year has its season in which 
~ between the two worlds is three the sun appears to come closer to the
die .. The thickness of the walls of earth than at other seasons, so at peri.hi., was the one thing which pre odic intervals the two worlds come ~ them from drowning; that thick closer to each other. This has a bear
~ therefore was the distance ing on the spiritual histories of 
....1Iten the two worlds. races and peoples. Every people

III OUr daily life a turn of has the tradition that there wasIII auto obil . L~rr('iWJi..:;.:;.';.:.::.""':>• III e wheel IS all that ~(....,.....:..:...... a time in the history of the
ck....1Iecessary to eliminate the . world when invisible beings 
~ between the two states. were visible to man, when the 
~..,~her world is so close, spirits could be seen, when they 
~"lQg to Plato, in the small mingled their lives with the lives 

follOwing midnight the of men; and then there came 
mingle. That was a time when this no longer 
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like this has ever happened to him bt. 
fore. Now, he has merely pas 
through a metaphysical experience ~ 
if he has no idea that is what it is' ~ 
vision may become the basis of co~p~ 
unbalance of his life. It may cause ~ 
to suddenly desen from everything he 
believes; he may dive headfirst int 
spiritualistic phenomena, and be fo~ 
or fifty years extricating himself. 

occurred, and the worlds separated. Ac
cording to Andrew Jackson Davis, when 
these worlds approached to a closer 
proximity, the invisible universe coming 
into closer sympathy with the visible, 
there were periods of greater spiritual
ity, greater spiritual prowess  spirit 
mingling more in the lives of things, 
the causal energy more closely related 
itself to visible things. Plato called it 
the Cycle of Fertility, the Golden Age. 
Also, . with the end of the Age comes a 
renaissance of spiritual culture, and the 
worlds corne together again 

Man's life is under the same influence. 
A child a few minutes old and an aged 
person with only a few seconds to live 
are both closer to the invisible world 
than the matured individual who has 
evety physical faculty awakened and 
tuned in. Life at the 
beginning and at the 
end  and even indus
trial enterprises in their 
first state and in their 
last-<:ome closer to the 
spiritual. 

Davis decided too 
that the small hours of 
the morning, the low 
zero hours, are those 
in which you have 
closest contact between 
the two universes, and that under stress 
and strain it is quite possible for any
one to become temporarily psychic. This 
makes it important that every person, 
regardless of his education and state, 
should know something about what psy· 
chism is. Only then can he take it 
wisely and not draw fantastic conclu
sions from any peculiar experiences that 
come to him. 

A person who has passed through a 
metaphysical or mystical experience, 
and is unable to properly analyze its 
merits and demerits, can become very 
upset by what is perhaps a simple ex
perience not to be regarded as i'!lpor
tanto For example: A stark materialist 
is uninterested in metaphysical things; 
but his father dies, and a few days later 
he sees his father, who speaks to him. 
He knows this is not a dream. Nothing 

Or, it may cause a violent reaction 
He forces himself to believe he was see: 
ing things, and so the whole thing is a 
hoax. He will then be the enemy of 
the w~ole field of psychic research, in 
the behef that he has been metaphys
ically imposed upon. 

Another class of person having the 
same experience might immediately rusb 
to the family clergyman to find out if 

the vision was the work 
of God or the devil. 
According to their be· 
liefs the clergy will de. 
cide which it was--and 
as something not coin
ciding with canon and 
text, name it probably 
the work of the devil. 
The requirement might 
be years of repentance 

~_7 and contrition to work 
that out. 

Another, seeing . father under these 
curious circumstances, and possibly be· 
ing not too brilliant in his own right, 
may fed the presence of father on the 
invisible plane to be . a constant source 
of strength, that father is still to be 
turned to for advice and help. But 
after having passed through the period of 
stress, he is not able to see him any 
longer. He never has another such eX' 
perience. But he has meanwhile started 
on the rounds of mediums, clairvoyants, 
and practitioners, trying to find sorn~' 
one who will tune-in father. And he Will 

no doubt find that as many different 
people as he goes to, all can tune in fath· 
er. But each finds for him a different 
father. Father will say, 'yes,' through one 
medium, and 'no' through another. 1"be 
young man naturally decides that the 
medium who brings in the father that 
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agrees ~ith his own is ..:~:~ centuty are .going to be the 
medIUm; then when ..::::/.::::::: ........:.:.:::~ great psychical facts of to-

goes wrong, in· . !t~:;:::':··i -r' :'.~::~:~'l<.;.. morrow. We have worn out 

ckbo h will h 
·:·".... l : ..... ;it.: d h I'

depending upon his ~:; ;::::~: • • .:~:::\'1~ the old ideas, and we need 
ba n~, e . rus 11 ;W:~~\.'" '" ~ ~ ::::J~~i: ~ new ones; ne~ t em t~ Iv.e 

favonte psychic to :; ~:::::::". . ..... :.::.•.•::.:'FA..,. reasonably and wdJ. Life IS 

alk 
·th fa h :: ":';:'::":'i' .::::::.:.:: ~)i I' d f h Id 

a long t WI t er. ":. ,<::.:,.:..:::: ,,~!:.::.::..~~ too comp lcate or teo 
"\~, .(................. <. 

becomes an escape ":::.':·:::~i·: '::l:::~~ codes. 
Instead of solv ..::::::;:;~~.,.. Andrew Jackson Davis saw 

his own problems, the most he I i between the two worlds a constant 
get is all sorts of advice, good JI interplay, a mystical, intangible play 
and indifferent. ~ of forces, a relationship, a vital rela
such a young man's school text· I tionship. In the play of energy be· 

had included a certain amount \ tween the worlds he found similarity 
it is, how signif to weaving a fabric making one 

is, the conditions under " world out of two, one visible and 
happens, what to do if it U the other invisible, even as we have 

iIIlrmens-his experience wouldn't have one living life variously manifested. 
into a world of doubt and This one world made of two worlds, 

problems such as these that are 
~ding more of education. Any· 

can get along without this knowl· 
as long as nothing happens> that 

for a decision, but the necessity of 
.. important decision demands an ade
9llte educational background. In these 
important matters present schooling 
.. not help much, yet I affirm that 
the subject of psychical phenomena is so 
.u established that it is the duty of 
education to include it at least in an in· 
Itlligent survey. 

Casting shadows of things to come to 
education, several universities are now 
lllalr.ing research into psychical phen· 
Gmc:na. Some superstitions of the last 

is our world, the place where we live. 
Whether we live visibly or invisibly 
is unimportant, we live in these two 
pans of our own world. They make up 
our own life. They are constantly reo 
lated to each other, even as the parts of 
day and night are related to each other. 

As surely then as we sleep or wake, 
thus abiding in two conditions, so surely 
we live in two states, the physical and 
metaphysical states. In every thought 
we think, in every place we go, we 
must live in the realization of that two
fold existence, build for it, think ra
tionally, constructively, and optimistic
ally about our relation to these two con
ditions. If we do that we shall live 

better here, and hereafter. 

(CoNDENSATION PROM A PtnLtC LECTURE. SuggeJled Reading: 
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• 	 Many people UlQuld ralh~ keep on h(ltl;ng 

their illusions than losing them 


Have You Lost Your Illusions? 

T 	HE illusions of most peo inal faith. Did we look at that 
ple have a bad dent in piece of property to see wheth. 

them. An illusion is a belief er it was above or below Water 
in something that is not true. before we bought it? No; the 
It is a belief inconsistent with man had an honest face, and 
some fact, and which has orig in that illusion we lost $462. 
inated in the emotions. plus the taxes. There was no 

One of the most common doubt about that oil well_ 
illusions is to believe your they were already down 12,684 
children are brighter than feet. Nice people sold the 
other people's children. An house we bought, and if the 
other is that as an individual living room floor fell through 
you are better than other peo-~ the first day, we hadn't 
pie. Only occasionally is either 2 thought about termites, nor 
true. !hat the muscular man leaning 

That material things will make us against the corner of the house might 
happy is an iJlusion, quite untrue. Pa have been there for a purpose. Faith in 
thetic devotion to someone we really human nature is fundamentally an illu
know nothing about is another type of sion. We know enough about ourselves 
illusion. There are still people who be to know we should not have faith in 
lieve that merchandise is sold at half anyone else; but we keep right on going. 
price. Then, of cour~, there is adver You ask perhaps, at this point, are we 
tising's disconcerting revelations about to be suspicious of everybody? No. Not 
ourselves, only to be corrected by using suspicious, just careful. In all forms of 
a trade-marked pill. An illusion that contact with the outsid;e world today 
almost embraces disaster is the impor. be prepared for an unseen joker in tran· 
tance of having this year's hat, when in sactions and act accordingly, which 

fact it is not the hat but the head that means intdligendy. 

counts, and some of the best heads Intelligence is the sure cure for false 

never once had a hat set upon them. i11usions. 

Excepting in certain specialized profes Some illusions we can afford to main· 

sions we must put up a front; there's tain for our own good. None of these 

another illusion. And we have an illu· represent the mass thoughdessness of the 

sion our children should go to college, people. 

when not one in ten will get a thing out Recognizing the fundamental desir
of it. We have the illusion that old ability of keeping optimistic, cheerful, 
time prosperity of privilege is ready for and maintaining a cooperative attitude, 
a come-back just around the comer, we need not for example embrace the 
truly an illusion. inconsistent but common be

lief that the world owes everyThe Ii ves of most of us are 
one of us a living. It is anmade up of illusions, through 

which only occasionally do we illusion that many people sUS
discern facts. We often feel tain, but in truth all the world 
our faith is betrayed, but ~' owes us is what we can earn 
think little about what was for ourselves by intelligent ef
the foundation for our orig. fort. The desirable life calls 
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the exercise of discrimination, and helpfulness in it, but there is something
trith it the resolve never to accc:pt any magnificent in recognizing fact where 
ching that is not ours by legitima~ it does exist. Illusions are a superficial 
JDCrit-you know, buy a necktie and estimation. 
have a suit of clothes thrown in-not A man came to me one day and said 
rt1 to get something for nothing; then, he figured he'd been robbed of $10,000 
_ will not be disappointed when we by a certain religious organization, add

do not get it. Disillusionments are ing: "I have lost this money, but I am 

J.,gdy due to ultimately ooming faco rather glad I lost it." 

to face with the inevitable, only that Illusion. He did not mean it. No

which is honest is real. one is glad when he loses $10,000. 


Frequendy from a sense of duty He said, "There is one more thing;
~Ie fall into the illusion of unques I believe that it will be used for a good 
dolling obedience being owed to other end." Thus he comforted himself and 
members of a family. Does merely be was lifted up by his own comforting.
jag born of the same family make the By way of further patting himself on 
&mily obligation a great overwhelming the back, he said, "Maybe if I hadn't 
matter? Not necessarily. Philosophical given it to them, they would not have 
ly. we can know that our family Is 
made up of those whose wisdom is like 
oar own. Under duty illusion, many 
people have destroyed their lives and 

piDedE· 	 eal' .erythinn~gtha" illv g t IS not r IS uslon. 
ODe of the greatest collective problems 
the world has ever known is religion
which can be the greatest good to the 
palest number, can be the greatest 
danger to many. The in~lligent accept
ance of religious values is proof of the 
highest intelligence. Acceptance of reli had the chance to be sorry they were 
gious illusions is the absolute proof of not honest." Another way of looking 
lIlOdiocracy• 

\ ...... 

at nothing.
Many people say they would rather What he should have done was made 
~ on having their illusions than lose prior investigation into where the money 
tbein. They feel if they think well of was going. But, he didn't; he looked 
IClIneone else, and even if that individu into a pair of soulful eyes and signed
al is no good, they are meritorious be the check; when later he realized he 
ClUIc they think well of him. To sus had been a fool, with true human na
)Iect virtues where they do not exist has ture he tried to talk himself out of it. 
~ appearance of being a virtue, but it The mind functions that way; it is al
lIQ't: It is stupid. It is just as much ways hunting little alibis to bolster up 
~mistake as failure to see virtues where its mistakes. 

y do exist. There is need here for A pitiful illusion is the one that sup
~g the right perspective on reality, ports marital unhappiness. A couple
..:qlOg i1lusions die. may be throwing plates and furniture 

Most people feel that reality is brutal; at all hours until the neighbors send in 
10 they must reinforce themselves with a riot call, yet strangely this man and 
illUSions, use their illusions as an ann wife will remain together because they 
~t against facts. This is wrong. do not believe in the ideology of divorce. 
40IIe is not essentially cruel. Facts are They have an illusion about the per
~y. kind, really generous, and really manence of families, none about the 

utiful. Attempting to find beauty impermanence of chinaware. Only illu
"'here it does not exist has nothing of sion can keep two people together who 
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ought to be in separate cages. It is amount of common A
abiding by the great structure of re
ligious belief we have built up which 
gets in the way of using our old
fashioned common horse sense. 

To live in a world without illusions 
would not be a blank state of affairs, 
but the result of intelligent choice. You 
can lose illusions only because they are 
not real; if they were real, you could 
not lose them. Meeting the world 
squarely, when you are buying ten 
yards of calico at 11 cents, and the man 
says he is in business solely to serve you, 
you know he is lieing; and you might 
help him by telling him so. He is in 
business to make profit. Why not an 
honest statement; one that would say, 
"We have a good grade of motor oil. 
You need the motor oil, we need the 
profit. Drive in and let us fill your 
crankcase." But no. "Dear friend, your 
car means much to you, we know you 
will want to take good care of it." 
There's no way of knowing that. May
be we are anxious to burn the old jalopy 
and collect the insurance. But anyway, 
the way to preserve that automobile is 
to use a fine grade motor oil-the of
fered magnificent blisterine, vitamine 
charged, protein free, floating-starch 
motor oil-a marvelous opportunity. I 
didn't ask for it, nor did you; it was 
brought out solely in the spirit of service, 
and to justify 35c a quart. Nothing is 
more helpful than advenising to destroy 
anyone's illusions_ 

The thing to do is to think dearly, 
see the world just as it is now. It is a 
world made up of people who are fun
damentally a little better in their daily 
life than they have a chance to demon
strate. They are people with a reason
able amount of ambition, a reasonable 

Today between sixty and sev
enty million people in the 
United States are worshiping 
somewhere, and yet that worship 
has not made them honest. 
Why? Because in many cases 
there is an illusion as to what 
constitutes virtue. As long ~s 
we have the belief that merIt 
rises not from what we are, but 

sense, if no one in
terferes with it. But () 
most people have " 
been trained out of 
their common sense. 

Consider politics. 
We have in this 
country two great political panies. 4 
sentially both the political instrwnents 
of our nation are made up of the same 
people, so these panies are illusions. 
They are the same democratic idea of 
government under different names, they 
come from the same neighborhood, work 
in the same building, their psychology 
of objective is the same. Yet at election 
time we work ourselves up into high 
excitement and forty million people in 
this country will swear on oath as to 
the character of their candidate-and 
they have never met him, nor met any
one who has met him. They know he 
is their friend, although he hasn't done 
anything especially friendly to them. 
They know the other candidate as their 
enemy, although he has never hun 
them. They know their man must be 
elected, or the nation will collapse. But 
the nation keeps on going. 

In education we have this fallacy: The 
children should have all the advantages 
the parents did not get. Another illu
sion. People say that three-fourths of 
those listed in Who's Who are coIIege 
graduates; the biggest percentage of 
executives who head great corporations 
are college graduates. But, some of our 
greatest men did not go to coIIege. Some 
of the greatest of the greatest were self
educated. Education is illusion unless 
it teaches people how to live construc
tively-not how to make a living; but 
how to live. 
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... what we believe, we will not have
iics:t people. As long as people believe 
,,~ng the church eternal salvation is 
~, religion fails. Religion is not 
,v.-up to be joined; religion is a way 
. ' living. Many ~cts a~~ly teach 
~ly that the vIrtue hes 10 belong

i4 
~e live from day to day cheek by 
~ also with people who through
tIiious illusions are unthinkingly dis
8Kst. Even the wisest of us are to 
.. degree influenced by these illu
• from which there is no complete 
..pe, only relative escape. But we 
CIII accept facts. If your son has every 
eviclence of becoming a good plumber, 

let him be a plumber. Do not make an 
aristocrat out of him. If your business 
is making a reasonable profit, be satis
fied; you might promote something that 
involves dishonesty. If your interest is 
in religion, in metaphysics particularly, 
you will want ilIumination. Illumina
tion is the bait hung out to cause illu
sions in the lives of people. But illu
mination must be earned; there is no 
other method of getting it. There is 
no reason why anything extraordinary 
should happen to you. There is no rea
son why you should be picked out of 
130 million people for great benefits. 

Accepting normalcy in life, let us try 
to live intelligently. Realize most of 
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the suffering we go through is caused 
by our illusions, by our unwillingness 
to accept facts. If you have been dis
illusioned in the people you love, if you 
have lost faith in those you worship, 
perhaps the disillusionment came as the 
result of unwise and unconsidered ac
ceptance. 

If you have lost your illusions, do not 
be sorry but glad. 

Be disillusioned. But be disillusioned 
constructively. You can not be disillu
sioned by anything that is real. If you 
are living in a perspective of false val
ues, shift out of it; everyone has true 
values within himself. But these can be 
destroyed by what we call life. 

All things being equal, we are as near 
human as we will ever be when we are 

about seven years old. At that age ~ 
do not fall for fallacies. Children t 
difficult to deceive, they think straigh~ 
It is as they grow and get set in ~ 
civilization, that their vision is dirntntd 
by false values. 

Out of the - 130 million people that 
make up this country, probably 120 
million. are essentially honest.. ~ey ~ 
only dishonest because of theu illusions. 
With the best intentions in the World 
they are making most of the troubles 
we have today, simply because they will 
not accept facts. Therefore, let us as in. 
dividuals strive definitely for emancipa. 
tion from unfounded beliefs. Let 11$ 

avoid as we would avoid the plague 
anything that promises a reward Wt 

have not earned. 
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